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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

HME to Showcase NEXEO® Pro Integrated with Hi Auto Drive-Thru Voice AI  
at FSTEC 2023 

 

FSTEC attendees are invited to visit Hi Auto’s booth 539 for a live demonstration of 
Hi Auto’s bilingual voice AI using HME’s NEXEO Pro communication platform. 

 
Dallas, TX, September 12, 2023 - Hi Auto and HME Hospitality and Specialty 
Communications will feature live demonstrations of HME’s NEXEO Pro communication 
platform integrated with Hi Auto’s drive-thru voice AI solution at the forthcoming FSTEC 
conference in Dallas, TX, September 13–15, 2023. HME is the global leader in restaurant 
communication solutions with more drive-thru system installations, across 140 countries, than all 
other manufacturers combined, and Hi Auto is the world’s leading supplier of multi-lingual 
drive-thru voice AI ordering solutions in more than 20 states and over 375 locations in the U.S. 
alone.  
 
The live demonstration at FSTEC 2023, booth 539, will include a discussion on the technologies 
behind NEXEO Pro’s Hi Auto integration, as well as the business benefits to QSRs of the 
combined solutions. FSTEC attendees will have the opportunity to interact with the new NEXEO 
Pro integrated with Hi Auto, where they will experience ordering by voice AI as though in a real 
drive-thru.   
 
HME partnered with Hi Auto for their streaming solution given their significant footprint and AI 
expertise. In order to handle a voice AI conversation well, the entire stack must work perfectly 
without any data loss or delay. Together the collaborating development teams built an integration 
standard that provides quick and seamless activation of drive-thru voice AI. As a leader in voice 
AI for drive thru, Hi Auto worked closely with HME to ensure the standard works well for all 
voice AI solutions so it can be effective in serving the voice AI industry in the years to come.  
 
Commenting on HME’s NEXEO Pro collaboration, Hi Auto’s CEO and Co-Founder Roy 
Baharav said, “The integration of Hi Auto and NEXEO Pro is a natural fit – both companies are 
in business to help restaurants give their customers the best possible ordering experience, and to 
increase restaurant performance and profitability. Our deep experience with the voice-streaming 
stack allowed us to contribute to creating the NEXEO Pro integration standard as yet another 
proof-point that Hi Auto provides its customers with complete and mature drive-thru voice AI 
solutions.” 
 
HME’s NEXEO Pro is the first and only restaurant communications solution on the market 
purpose-built to integrate seamlessly with drive-thru voice AI ordering solutions. NEXEO Pro 
delivers unmatched end-to-end digital audio, eliminating the need for an audio box or other 
conversions. NEXEO Pro’s advanced telemetry, which continuously monitors the 
interconnection with Hi Auto’s voice AI software ensures peak performance. With this 
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integration, drive-thru restaurants can confidently adopt and provide the best voice AI ordering 
experience on the market for both customers and restaurant staff alike. 
 
“Choosing to partner with Hi Auto was obvious,” says Scott Mullica, Senior Director of Product 
Management and Innovation for HME Hospitality & Specialty Communications. “Their voice AI 
expertise proved invaluable for a seamless integration, and together we’re delivering on our 
shared commitment to providing restaurant guests with a world-class experience.” 
 
Hi Auto is one of the first to deploy drive-thru voice AI to scale, the first to introduce Spanish 
language AI, and now one of the first to be integrated with NEXEO Pro. To view the live 
demonstration, please visit Hi Auto at Booth 539. 
 
About Hi Auto  
Hi Auto is the leader in drive-thru voice AI ordering and the only vendor with high-accuracy 
solutions that work consistently across large numbers of stores. Hi Auto’s enhanced 
conversational AI technology revolutionizes the Quick Service Restaurant experience at the 
drive-through by optimizing the order-taking experience, increasing upsells, shortening wait 
times and reducing labor costs. For many restaurants, Hi Auto is effectively “Employee of the 
Month.” 
 
Developed by leading academics, former Google employees and through work with leading 
automotive manufacturers, Hi Auto is the first and only company in the world to widely deploy 
high-scale voice ordering at hundreds of drive-through restaurants throughout the United States, 
including Checkers and Rally’s where every voice AI store runs on Hi Auto. Aside from 
Checkers and one additional brand where Hi Auto has used a reseller, Hi Auto now sells directly 
to its restaurant customers. For more information visit: Hi.Auto  
 
About HME 
Founded in 1971, HME was the first to introduce the wireless drive-thru headset system to the 
restaurant industry. Today, our solutions are paving the way for a new era in restaurant 
communication and redefining the customer experience. Our patented Wideband HD Audio 
continues to deliver unmatched voice clarity for drive-thru communication. HME drive-thru 
optimization systems are reenergizing crews and maximizing business growth worldwide with 
innovative game-based engagement. Every day, restaurants in over 140 countries fulfill more 
than 30 million orders using our systems. To learn more, visit www.hme.com/qsr.  
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